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Dynamics are bonded by the voltage of contending opposites. Every form of energized 
interplay either discharges instantly or it tells a perpetual story: of unending inversions of 
polarity, a shifting slippage between antipodes of valency, one modality emerging out of 
its opposite only to dissipate as its opposite resurrects — an endless self-correcting of the 
manners of imagination.  
 
As occurs among the manners of visual imagination, the modalities of visual art. There 
can be no meaningful dominant mode of artistic expression, and no progress of artistic 
discretion. Each convention is just a formula until it grapples with the convention it 
displaces. A color field is merely a tinted screen until it is opposed by urges toward the 
sinuous, arduous line. Figurative art is a snapshot until it is faced with a gestural 
extravagance, just as the self-directing ardor of abstract brushwork is visual chaos 
without the anchor of a clarifying observation.  
 
The paintings of Michal Sedaka Perry are bonded by the fusion of competing tendencies, 
by oppositions that complete each other. She knows what painters know — that for the 
artist, figuration and abstraction are the same challenge. Having devoted herself some 
years ago to disturbingly intimate figurative paintings, Michal has since shifted to deeply 
articulated, highly gestural works of pure abstraction, many of which will be exhibited 
during December and January in “New Abstract Paintings,” at BGH Gallery in Santa 
Monica, CA. The most evident aspect of her transition is its minimal evidence. Her 
signature style of florid brushwork has not altered; both modes are identifiably 
precipitations of Michal’s feelings. The most notable gain is the most telling of advances 
— an authoritative growth in the artist’s authorial potency.  
 
Michal’s abstractions emphasize and chart the development of the subjectivity that 
accompanies all observation — the progress of the psyche behind the eye. Each of her 
abstract series is characterized by a dominant tone, by a hue and inclination that never 
exists outside a contention with other colors and moods. In Red Tension, 1997 — a late 
work in Michal’s “Red Series” — a riveting and dire emotionality is played out as dark 
forces of heavy black strokes fall behind furious and flaying strikes of bloody, irate red. 
In Yellow Series no. 3, 1998, the brilliance of a purifying yellow has begun to take 
control, but still bearing the weight of the contention of the red, still pressing through the 
slashing and spill of furious crimson. In the beautiful Blue Painting, 1999, a peaceful but 
dynamic, drifting calm is established by a field harmonic and pensive blues, in which 
isolated complexes of red strokes float pacified, as if the sensation of fury had been 
contained within a subsuming feeling of ease.  
 
For Michal, the challenges faced in these works are not those of abstraction, but of 
painting itself. To translate a vision into art, whether of the outer world or the inner life, 
the painter must translate that vision into abstract forms — into the forms of paint itself. 



The successful resolution of that abstraction is not merely the success of a technical 
mastery, but of the forms of intelligence. Abstraction engages the structure of intelligence 
— it is a revelation of the way in which our minds function — and for Michal, all art is 
abstract.  
 
But it is never purely abstract. As we can see in such paintings as Yellow Series no. 3, the 
heavy build-ups of pigment on the surface are complexly organized. Forms emerge 
among the strokes that hold the hues at bay, overlay and integrate them in intricate 
relations that prevent their dissolution into puddles of muddy brown, of failed painting. 
There is geometry among them. We witness in these works the structure of knowing, and 
it is the structure of the world. Michal’s abstractions reveal not what we see but how we 
see, and it is all very like the things we know by observation.  
 
 
 


